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Abstract -In present IT industry hype, cloud computing(CC)
is the highly growing phenomenon. Cloud computing is now
become an essential part of today's competitive market. It
leverages low cost investment opportunity for the new
business enterprise as well as business avenues for cloud
service providers(CSP). In the market As the number of the
new cloud customer increases, users require a secure, reliable
and trustable cloud service provider from the market to store
confidential data. As there is more availability of cloud service
provider in the market and the Techniques adopted by these
are varying in nature. It is very challenging to measure and
analyze the security techniques adopted by them. Therefore to
choose right cloud service provider so that the data would be
securely hosted into the cloud is also challenging part. These
security issues are leads to vulnerabilities. Here in our work,
we are introducing a trustworthy model to overcome above
challenges. Trusted third party application called as Auditor,
which is application in between the client and cloud service
providers that test different types of attacks like Denial of
Service, Brute Force and different security measures such as
data integrity, file upload and download time, digital
signature on available cloud service provider. The results will
be generated by auditor based on cloud service provider's
performance against these attacks and based on that we can
recommend secure, reliable and trustworthy cloud service
provider to the customer.

Key Words: Cloud Security, Cloud Computing, Cloud
Service Provider, Cloud Service Customer, Trusted
Third Party.

1.2 CLOUD SERVICE MODELS

1. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing is now become an essential part of today's
competitive market. Many organization makes use of cloud
© 2016, IRJET

services. There are different cloud service provider available
in market. Techniques adopted by these cloud service
provider are varying in nature. It is challenging to analyze
and measure these security metrics. Low cost and
convenience of cloud computing services have changed our
daily lives. But the security issues are still associated with
cloud computing. With the benefits of cloud computing also
come new challenges and complexities such as reliability,
security etc. that must be properly addressed. These security
issues are leads to vulnerabilities. Hackers apply various
techniques to gain unauthorized access to clouds interrupt
services on clouds in order to achieve specific goal. Security
of a cloud service provider should cover many aspects like
authentication, authorization data integrity etc. These are
the basic security goals and become essential while moving
towards the cloud. There are different cloud service provider
available in market. Some offer good computing power, some
are superior in offering seamless and unlimited storage, and
some are excellent in security management while some offer
the lowest cost. Therefore a tool that analyse and evaluates
these security metrics with respect to cloud services before
selection of cloud service provider is the necessary in the
cloud environment. So, here we are focusing on developing
an application that focuses on security measures like brute
force attack, Dos attack, data integrity, reliability,
authentication. There is an auditor in between cloud service
provider and cloud customer. Auditor test the cloud service
provider against the above security measures and generate
the result. These results are nothing but the logs of each
available CSP according to its performance against the
attacks like brute force attack, dos attack, data integrity, test
file upload, test file download, digital signature algorithm. By
considering these log files the ranking is given to the cloud
service provider according to its overall performance. Cloud
service provider which gives best result against the security
issues is suggested to the customer who want to buy CSP.

Cloud computing is classified based on the services offered.
According to the different types of services offered, cloud
computing consist of three layers those are explain below.
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Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS): is the lowest layer that
provides basic infrastructure service. Infrastructure as a
Service (IaaS) typically uses virtualization technology. It
refers to the sharing of hardware resources for executing
services, by using virtualization technology. With IaaS
approach, multiple users use available resources. The
resources can easily be scaled up depending on the demand
of user. These resources are typically charged on a pay-peruse basis.

analyze their configurations, find their vulnerabilities, and
attack other customers’ virtual machines within the same
cloud. Infrastructure as a Service also enables hackers to
perform attacks, e.g. brute-forcing cracking, that need high
computing power. Since Infrastructure as a Service supports
multiple virtual machines, it provides an ideal platform for
hackers to launch attacks (e.g. distributed denial of service
(DDoS) attacks) that require a large number of attacking
instances.

Software as a Service (SaaS): Software as a Service (SaaS)
is the top most layer which ensures a complete application
offered as service on demand. SaaS ensures that complete
applications are deployed on the internet and users use
them. The payment is made on a pay per-use model. It
eliminates the need to install and run the application on the
customer’s local computer, thus minimizing the customer’s
burden for software maintenance.

Second, an important security risk of cloud models is data
loss. In Software as a Service cloud models, companies use
applications to process business data and store customers
data in the data centers. In Platform as a Service cloud
models, developers use data to test software integrity during
the system development life cycle (SDLC). In Infrastructure
as a Service cloud models, users create new drives on virtual
machines and store data on those drives. However, data in
all three cloud models can be accessed by unauthorized
internal employees, as well as external hackers. The internal
employees are able to access data accidently. The external
attackers gain access to databases in cloud environments
using a range of hacking techniques such as session hijacking
and network channel eavesdropping.

Platform as a Service approach (PaaS): Platform as a
Service (PaaS) layer is the middle layer, which offers
platform oriented services, and providing the environment
for hosting user’s applications. In the Platform as a Service
approach (PaaS), it offers software execution environment.
For example, there could be a PaaS application server that
enables the developer to deploy web-based applications
without buying actual server. Aim of Paas model is to protect
data, which is specially important in case of storage as a
service. In case of congestion, there is the problem of outage
from a cloud environment. Thus the need for security against
outage is required to ensure load balanced service. The data
needs to be encrypted when store on a platform for security
reasons. Cloud computing architectures making use of
multiple cryptographic techniques towards providing
cryptographic cloud storage have been proposed.

2. CLOUD SECURITY THREATS

Third security threat identified is, Denial of service(DoS)
attack is an attempt to interrupt a server or network
resource in order to make authorized users unable to access
the computer service. They come in different varieties and
aim at a variety of services. Generally, they are categorized
into three basic types: consumption of scarce, limited, or
non-renewable resources, alteration of configuration
information, and physical destruction of network
components. Among them, flooding is the most common way
in which hackers disrupt the authorized user’s system with
the use of number of forged requests; therefore, the services
to authorized users are blocked.

Three cloud service models (Software as a service,
Platform as a Service and Infrastructure as a Service)
provide different types of services to end users nothing but
customer also provide information about security issues
and risks of cloud computing systems.
First, the hackers use the forceful computing capability
provided by clouds by conducting illegal activities. IaaS is
located in the bottom layer, which directly provides the most
powerful functionality of an entire cloud. It maximizes
extensibility for users to customize a “realistic” environment
that includes virtual machines running with different
operating systems. Hackers could rent the virtual machines,
© 2016, IRJET
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service(DoS) is occurred to all requests from authorized
users. Moreover, the flood attack could possibly cause
indirect DoS to other servers in the same cloud when the
servers share the workload of the victim server, which
results lack of availability on all of the services. It is
necessary to identify the possible cloud threats in order to
implement better security mechanisms to protect cloud
computing environments.

Comprative analysis
2008
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2014

2015

10%

9%

2012

5%

14%

Brute force attacks work by calculating every possible
combination that could make up a password and testing it
to see if it is the correct password. As the password’s
length increases, the amount of time, on average, to find
the correct password increases exponentially. That is
short passwords can usually be discovered quite quickly,
but longer passwords may take decades.

24%
24%
14%

Chart -1: Year wise comparative analysis.
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4. EXISTING SYSTEM

The architecture of system consist of three Cloud Service
Provider(CSP), client , auditor.

In existing work, Cloud Service Provider side security
issues and tolerance of security strength is identified
by applying
and introducing 'Trusted third
party(TTP)' which provide us CSP ranking system.
Using different types of attack vectors to protect and
ensure customer interest and confidence by providing
security ranking systems to select secure CSP is the
first time in Mobile cloud computing(MCC). First, TTP
uses automated software scripting to check security
and vulnerabilities in CSP side by running software
scripting to break the security strength of the CSP.
Thus, considering several non-measurable metrics
such as customer satisfaction, previous down time,
location etc. factors, TTP announce a secured CSP
ranked system in their website.

5. PROPOSED SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Client: At client side, User does login by using
username and password. Then User perform test file
upload and test file download activities.Here first user
does login at client side. After login user check the
server performance against dos attack, brute force
attack, file integrity, how much time is required for test
file upload and download activities.
Auditor: Auditor is Trusted Third Party(TTP) that

resides in between client and CSP. Auditor is work as a
tester that test the cloud service provider by
performing different types of attack on CSP's. Auditor
will measure the performance of all three cloud
service provider against brute force attack, denial of
service attack file integrity, file upload/download. Then
at auditor side the log file is generated that is nothing
but the results of performance of all cloud service
provider. This log file is useful to decide which Cloud
Service Provider is secure, reliable and trustworthy.
5.1 ALGORITHMS USED
5.1.1 Digital Signature Algorithm:
Digital signature are used for authentication purpose.
Digital signatures are used when user does login into the
system and try to upload file to the CSP, at this time digital
signature is attach with that file. If any unauthorized user
want to download that file the digital signature algorithm
first check the digital signature previously attach with the
file and the digital signature while downloading the file. if
it is not match it will not give permission to download
the file. Digital signature is used for data integrity
purpose. For digital signature hashing algorithm that is
SHA-1 is used.
5.1.1 Secure Hash Algorithm:

In existing
system ranking of the Cloud Service
Provider(CSP) based on few security measures so here
we are introducing a system that can rank the cloud service
provider based security issues like brute force attack,
denial of service attack, data integrity, file upload and
download time.
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The SHA1 encryption algorithm specifies a Secure Hash
Algorithm (SHA1), which is used to generate a
representation of a message called a message digest. The
SHA1 is required to use with the Digital Signature
Algorithm (DSA) as specified in the Digital Signature
Standard (DSS) and whenever a secure hash algorithm is
required. SHA1 is used for computing representation of a
message or a data file. When a message of any length <
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2^64 bits is input, the SHA1 produces a 160-bit output
called a message digest. The message digest can then be
input to the Digital Signature Algorithm (DSA), which
generates or verifies the signature for the message.
Signing the message digest rather than the message
improves the efficiency of the process because the message
digest is usually much smaller in size than the message. In
proposed system SHA 1 is also used for data integrity
purpose.

6. RESULTS
There are three cloud service provider. These cloud
service provider are tested based on security measures
such as:
1.Test login(Brute force attack)
2. Test digital signature
3. Test file upload
4.Test file download
5. Test dos time.
6.Test file integrity
all these tests are perform by auditor(TTP).
The results of all these test are shown in below table.
Security
parameters
Test
login(Brute
force attack)

Security

CSP 1

CSP 2

CSP 3

Access denied.
when more
than three
times user
enter the
wrong
password

Access
denied when
more than
ten times
user enter
the wrong
password

It will give
access to
the
attacker if
he enter
wrong
password
more than
twenty
times.
Not secure
any more

Secure

Less secure
than CSP1

Parameter
File integrity

CSP 1
upload in
auditor data
table( file
intact)

CSP 2
Save File in
partitions in
auditor
partition
table.( file
intact)

Result

Secure

less secure
than CSP 1

CSP 3
Save File in
partitions in
auditor
partition
table.(will
show
damage to
file since SHA
does not
match)
not secure

Table-3: Test File Integrity
Parameter
Dos time
detection

Result

CSP 1

CSP 2

CSP 3

1.After 20
requests
robot
detection.
Secure

1.After 40
requests
robot
detection.
Less secure
than CSP1

1.Request
accepted

Not Secure

Table-3: Test Dos time
On the basis of these results cloud service provider1 is the
most secure, reliable and trustworthy cloud service
provider among all CSP's. So based on these results we
can recommend best CSP to the customer who want to
buy cloud service.

6.1 GRAPHICAL ANALYSIS OF RESULT

Table-1: Test login(Brute force attack).
Parameters
File
upload/download
File
upload/download

File Size
6 KB

Time
1sec

11 KB

2-3sec

File
upload/download

120 KB

15 sec

File
3 MB
upload/download
Table-2: Test file upload/Download

9 min

Chart-2: Dos attack detection by CSP's
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CSP 1 gives better performance against denial of service
attack. It recognize that user is sending forged request to
fill up the server and after 20 request it will denied that
user's access to the CSP1.CSP 2 will give less better
performance than CSP 1 because it recognizes the dos
attack after 40 forged request. After that it will denied
user access to the CSP 2.CSP 3 is not secure any more
because after 50 request it will give access to the user to
access services of CSP 3.

Brute force attack detection
25
20
15
Brute force attack
detection

10
5

0
CSP 1

CSP 2

CSP 3

Chart-3: Brute force attack detection by CSP's
In brute force attack detection CSP1 Will give 3 chances
to the user to try password and after that it will denied
access.CSP 2 will give 10 chances to the user to try the
password and after that access is denied.CSP 3 will give
access to the unauthorized user if he tries password
more than 20 times.

7. CONCLUSION
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